UK Fintech Kantox Closes €5 million Venture Debt Financing Agreement
with Silicon Valley Bank
London, 17 April 2019 -- Kantox, a leader in FX management solutions for businesses, has just closed its
second venture debt financing deal with Silicon Valley Bank (SVB), the bank of the world’s most innovative
businesses, enterprises and their investors.
The €5 million loan package is the second deal agreed between Kantox and SVB, with the first announced
in December 2017. The new financing agreement underscores the appeal of Kantox’s growth story and
SVB’s track record of investing in disruptive companies.
Philippe Gelis, CEO and co-founder at Kantox said, “We have a very strong relationship with Silicon
Valley Bank and are happy to have them support Kantox again with more venture debt. This investment
will contribute to our ongoing growth trajectory as we continue to bring more technology to the FX
market.”
Craig Fox, Vice President at Silicon Valley Bank’s UK Branch added, “We appreciate the opportunity to
work closely with Kantox to support its continued growth. Kantox is one of the most innovative and
exciting Fintech companies coming out of Europe. The team at Kantox is building a market-leading, fully
integrated platform to facilitate the seamless management of micro FX exposures, which is an area that
presents considerable growth opportunities.”
Kantox’s success has been driven by its currency management and payment solutions, including its
award-winning automated micro-hedging solution, Dynamic Hedging, which was recently named Best
Risk Management Solution by Treasury Management International.
The company has appeared on the Deloitte UK Technology Fast 50 list each year since 2016 and was
also named one of the fastest-growing Top 250 fintech companies globally by CB Insights. Over 3,500
clients in 25 industries have already exchanged more than €8.6 billion with Kantox.
About Kantox
Kantox is a leading fintech company building software solutions that help businesses to overcome
complex FX challenges and leverage foreign currencies for growth. Kantox’s expertise and solutions allow
businesses to capture FX exposure data and automate their hedging execution, to process international
payments in a smart way, collect funds in 29 currencies and minimise temporary P&L volatility with hedge
accounting.
The company is headquartered in London and authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (reference
number 580343). For more information, visit www.kantox.com, @Kantox or LinkedIn
About Silicon Valley Bank
For over 35 years, Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) has helped innovative businesses, enterprises and their
investors move bold ideas forward, fast. SVB provides a range of targeted financial services and expertise
through its offices in the UK and Germany. With commercial and international banking services, SVB helps
address the unique needs of innovators. The UK's leading technology and life science businesses, in all
stages of development, look to SVB’s niche expertise, experience and unparalleled network, as they grow
at home and tackle new markets abroad. Learn more at svb.com/uk. @svb_uk
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